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‘One of our very best writers on France.’ Antony BeevorAfter publishing an acclaimed biography
of Jean Moulin, leader of the French Resistance, Patrick Marnham received an anonymous
letter from a person who claimed to have worked for British Intelligence during the war. The ex-
spy praised his book but insisted that he had missed the real ‘treasure’. The letter drew
Marnham back to the early 1960s when he had been taught French by a mercurial woman – a
former Resistance leader, whose SOE network was broken on the same day that Moulin was
captured and who endured eighteen months in Ravensbru0†0k concentration camp. Could these
two events have been connected? His anonymous correspondent offered a tantalising set of
clues that seemed to implicate Churchill and British Intelligence in the catastrophe.Drawing on
a deep knowledge of France and original research in British and French archives, War in the
Shadows exposes the ruthless double-dealing of the Allied intelligence services and the
Gestapo through one of the darkest periods of the Second World War. It is a story worthy of Le
Carré, but with this difference – it is not fiction.‘A melange of Le Grand Meaulnes and The Spy
Who Came in from the Cold. It is unforgettable.’ Ferdinand Mount, TLS, Books of the Year‘A
masterly analysis, impeccably presented.’ Allan Mallinson, Spectator‘Fascinating… Marnham
has a vast and scholarly knowledge of this often treacherous world.’ Caroline Moorehead,
Literary Review

‘War in the Shadows is a melange of Le Grand Meaulnes and The Spy Who Came in from the
Cold. It is unforgettable.’ (TLS, BOOKS OF THE YEAR)‘A masterly analysis, impeccably
presented.’ (Spectator)‘It is beautifully written, minutely observed… full of underhand trickery…
in every sense of the word an intriguing book.’ (Roger Boyes, The Times )‘Fascinating…
Marnham has a vast and scholarly knowledge of this often treacherous world… [and] has
painted a vivid picture of a number of idealistic and trusting men and women caught up in a
game of subterfuge, rivalry and politics that remains impervious to full exposure, even
now.’ (Literary Review)‘Combining history and personal memoir it has all the intrigue, duplicity
and betrayal of a Le Carré or Deighton thriller.’ (Herald )‘Patrick Marnham is one of our very
best writers on France.’ (Antony Beevor )‘A brilliant and revelatory work of modern historical
investigation, throwing new light on the French Resistance and the complex world of secret
intelligence. Written with remarkable insight, understanding and empathy – a triumph.’ (William
Boyd )‘An incredible story brilliantly told. Marnham has created an utterly gripping story of
wartime espionage, deception, double-crossing and terrible betrayal that drew me in from the
outset. A stunning work of investigation, research and scholarship. I honestly think this is the
best book I have ever read about the SOE in France.’ (James Holland )About the AuthorPatrick
Marnham lived and worked in France for many years. He has been a staff writer for Private
Eye, a BBC script writer, Literary Editor of the Spectator and Paris correspondent of the
Independent and the Evening Standard. His biographies include lives of the Resistance leader
Jean Moulin, and the novelists Georges Simenon and Mary Wesley. His most recent travel
book is Snake Dance: Journeys Beneath a Nuclear Sky.
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Praise for War in the Shadows‘A brilliant and revelatory work of modern historical investigation,
throwing new light on the French Resistance and the complex world of secret intelligence.
Written with remarkable insight, understanding and empathy – a triumph.’William Boyd‘An
incredible story brilliantly told. Marnham has created an utterly gripping story of wartime
espionage, deception, double-crossing and terrible betrayal that drew me in from the outset. A
stunning work of investigation, research and scholarship.’James Holland‘It is beautifully written,
minutely observed . . . full of underhand trickery . . . in every sense of the word an intriguing
book.’Roger Boyes, The Times‘War in the Shadows is a melange of Le Grand Meaulnes and
The Spy Who Came in from the Cold. It is unforgettable.’Ferdinand Mount, TLS, Books of the
Year‘A masterly analysis, impeccably presented.’Allan Mallinson, Spectator‘Fascinating . . .
Marnham has a vast and scholarly knowledge of this often treacherous world.’Caroline
Moorehead, Literary Review‘Patrick Marnham is one of our very best writers on France.’Antony
BeevorOther Books by Patrick MarnhamRoad to KatmanduFantastic Invasion: Dispatches from
Contemporary Africa Lourdes, A Modern PilgrimageThe Private Eye Story: the first 21 yearsSo
Far from God: A Journey to Central America Trail of Havoc: In the Steps of Lord Lucan Crime
and the Académie Française: Dispatches from ParisThe Man Who Wasn’t Maigret: A Portrait of
Georges SimenonDreaming with His Eyes Open: A Life of Diego Rivera The Death of Jean
Moulin: Biography of a GhostWild Mary: The Life of Mary Wesley Snake Dance: Journeys
Beneath a Nuclear Sky Darling Pol: Letters of Mary Wesley and Eric Siepmann 1944–
1967 (ed.)ForAnne-Marie de BernardYvonne RudellatNesta CoxHistory is not what actually
happened but what the surviving evidence says happened. If the evidence can be hidden and
the secrets kept, then history will record an inaccurate version.SIR DICK WHITEDirector
General MI5, 1952–6; Chief SIS, 1956–68ContentsForewordMapsList of Principal CharactersA
Note on Noms de Guerre, the BCRA and SOE(RF)ChronologyGlossaryIntroduction: An
Anonymous LetterPART I: THE HOUSE BY THE RIVER1 Summer of ’62 – The Lost Domain2
The Visitors’ Book3 The FugitivePART II: A CHILDISH AND DEADLY GAME4 ‘Setting
Whitehall Ablaze’5 The Swamps and the Forest6 A Network Called Adolphe7 Dreaming Up a
Second Front8 ‘That Jeanne d’Arc in Trousers’9 The Fall of PROSPERPART III: SETTLING
SCORES10 The Purge11 The Jurors of Honour12 Questions in ParliamentPART IV: THE
MYSTERY OF CALUIRE13 Inside 84 Avenue Foch14 The House of Doctor Dugoujon15 A
Resistance Legend Is Born16 The Trial of Commissioner AubracPART V: THE SECRET
WAR17 The Remarkable Immunity of Madame Delettraz18 Setting History Ablaze!19 The Last
Mission of Jack Agazarian20 Colonel Dansey’s Private War21 The Depths of
DeceptionAfterword: The Level SandsPostscriptCasualty ListImage
SectionBibliographyNotesAcknowledgementsAbout the AuthorForewordOn a summer’s day in
1943 in occupied France, German security police delivered a double blow to the French
Resistance. In the Sologne, in central France, on the morning of 21 June, they struck at
PROSPER, the largest resistance network formed by SOE in readiness for the national
insurrection that was planned to accompany the D-Day landings. More than 300 members of
the network were arrested. Many were tortured and deported, others were shot. And in a
separate police operation on the same afternoon, in the southern city of Lyons, a resistance
courier who had been persuaded to collaborate with the Germans led a Gestapo raiding party
to a secret meeting where they arrested ‘Max’, the political head of the French
Resistance.‘Max’ was the field name of Jean Moulin, a senior civil servant who had been sent
into Occupied France as the delegate of General de Gaulle. His arrest came one month after



he had united the resistance movement behind de Gaulle.In a biography of ‘Max’, originally
entitled The Death of Jean Moulin: Biography of a Ghost, which was reissued in 2015 as
Armies of the Night, I suggested that two senior members of the Resistance, who were then
still alive, may have been partly responsible for what happened. Though I mentioned the
Sologne in passing, I made no connection between the two police operations since they
appeared to me to be coincidental. But shortly after the publication of The Death of Jean
Moulin I received an anonymous letter suggesting that my solution was wrong, and that the key
to the mystery lay in uncovering the link between those two disasters. The writer described
himself as ‘the Ghost’.Unknown to the anonymous letter writer, I had known some of the
people who had been members of PROSPER quite well and had stayed in their house many
years before. What follows is the account of a quest to discover what really happened when my
friends in the Sologne were arrested, and whether there was anything in the suggestion that
their downfall was linked to the arrest of ‘Max’.The clues offered by ‘the Ghost’ led me into an
increasingly complex labyrinth of calculation, deception and betrayal. It was an underworld of
dead ends and false leads that characterised the warfare of secret intelligence. In that war
allies were prepared to obstruct each other’s work, while enemies combined in the struggle to
control the most dangerous weapon of all – a knowledge of the simple truth.Somewhere in
those dark corridors I hoped to find the thread that would lead out of the labyrinth, and explain
how my friends and hundreds of other resisters had been trapped.List of Principal
CharactersPART IThe family of NanteuilSouris: Anne-Marie de Bernard, (‘Souris’), née Anne-
Marie DenisaneBilly: William Gardnor-Beard, 1st husband of Souris, d. 1938Bébert: Comte
Pierre de Bernard, 2nd husband of Souris, m. 1940Moune: Muriel Watson (née Gardnor-
Beard), Souris’ elder daughter, m. Owen Watson 1954Betty: Béatrice Théry (née Gardnor-
Beard), Souris’ younger daughter, m. Serge Théry, 1951Nanny: Nesta Cox, born in Norfolk,
lived at Nanteuil 1925–92Souris’ cousinsChristian TabarlyVictoire BoutardPaulette: Comtesse
Lagallarde, mother of Victoire, known as ‘Tante Frigidaire’Souris’ friendsBubby: Jeanne de
TristanPhilippe: Comte de Tristan (father of Jeanne)‘Père Bel’ (gardener) 1940–4Pre-war
English students at NanteuilJeremy Hutchinson QC (Lord Hutchinson of Lulworth)Dick
SeamanBill Bradford (1st Black Watch)Valerian Wellesley (Royal Horse Guards)Escaped
POWCorporal Charles Carter (Military Police, 4th Batt. Seaforth Highlanders)Nanteuil Post-
warOwen (known as ‘Oscar’) Watson; first post-war student, m. Moune Gardnor-Beard
1954Robert Cleland (regular visitor from Kentucky)Suzanne (cook in the 1960s)Françoise
(niece of Suzanne, maid in the 1960s)Camille (butler, husband of Suzanne)Jean (gardener in
the 1960’s)PARTS II AND III The Resistance in the Sologne and TouraineNetwork
AdolpheMarcel BuhlerPierre Culioli (tax inspector)André BrasseurRené Bouton (Romorantin,
owner of garage and cycle shop)Dr Francis Cortambert (vet)Roger Couffrant
(shopkeeper)Thérèse CouffrantGeorges Duchet (owner of garage)Georges FerméAlbert Le
Meur (hotelier at Chambord)Julien Nadau (area manager in Contres for the electrical supply
company)Raymonde Nadau (hairdresser, wife of Julien)Gerard OuryOther resisters in
TouraineMaurice Lequeux (Meung-sur-Loire)Marguerite FlamencourtHospital in BloisDr
LuzuyDr BrunM. DrussyGendarmes and PrefectureSergeant JacquetPierre ThéryBRITISH
INTELLIGENCE IN LONDON SIS (MI6) – the Secret Intelligence ServiceSir Stewart Menzies –
C (Chief)Colonel Claude Dansey (Vice chief – director of operations)Lieutenant Commander
Kenneth Cohen (Z man) (codename ‘Clam’)Commander ‘Biffy’ Dunderdale (SIS French
specialist)MI5 – the Security ServiceSir David Petrie ‘DG’ (Director General)Guy Liddell
(director of B division: counter-espionage)Dick White (deputy director of B division: post-war
head of both MI5 and SIS)Major Geoffrey Wethered (B1b – intelligence analysis)Deception



AgenciesLCS (London Controlling Section): Colonel John BevanW (Wireless) Board: Menzies,
Liddell and three directors of service intelligenceXX Committee: John Masterman, T.A.
Robertson, Frank FoleyTWIST: T.A. Robertson, Frank Foley, Anthony BluntSOESir Frank
Nelson (Z man) (CD, head of SOE, 1940–2)Major General Colin Gubbins (CD 1942–5)Harry
Sporborg (deputy head of SOE)Air Commodore Boyle (director of intelligence – ex-W
board)Commander John Senter, RNVR (director of security; ex-MI5)Leo Marks (coding
officer)André Simon (also in SIS)F section (in London)Colonel Maurice BuckmasterMajor
Nicolas Bodington (probably in SIS)Vera AtkinsF section agents in FrancePROSPER (aka
PHYSICIAN in London)Major Francis Suttill DSO (‘Prosper’)Major Gilbert Norman
(‘Archambaud’) (radio operator)Andrée Borrel (‘Denise’)Raymond FlowerMarcel Clech (radio
operator)Yvonne Rudellat (‘Jacqueline’)Pierre Raynaud DSOFrank PickersgillKen Macalister
(radio operator)Henri Déricourt (air movements officer)Jack Agazarian (radio operator)Noor
Inayat Khan (radio operator)Marcel Rousset (radio operator)Edouard Montfort Wilkinson
(‘Monsieur Alexandre’)France AntelmeHenri Frager (‘Louba’)Local resisters in ParisArmel
Guerne (‘Gaspard’)Nicolas LaurentMaude LaurentGermaine Tambour (ex-CARTE –
‘Annette’)Roger Bardet (Gestapo collaborator)Yvonne Wilkinson (‘Madame Alexandre’)André
Girard (leader of CARTE)Maurice Dufour (ex-PAT line; probable SIS agent in London)BCRA (in
London)Colonel Passy (André Dewavrin, head of Gaullist intelligence – the BCRA)Captain
Roger Wybot (head of BCRA security)Jean-Louis Crémieux-Brilhac (secretary of Gaullist
propaganda in London)PART IVTHE GERMANSGerman Intelligence Services – in BerlinErnst
Kaltenbrunner, head of the RSHAHorst Kopkow (Obersturmbannführer – SS Lieut. Colonel)In
ParisSS General Karl ObergSipo–SD (Sicherheitsdienst)Dr Helmut Knochen (Standartenführer
– SS Colonel)Karl Boemelburg (Sturmbannführer – SS Major, head of the Gestapo)Josef
KiefferJosef Goetz (radio expert)Karl LangerHeinrich Meiners (interpreter)In BloisLudwig
Bauer (nicknamed ‘Gestapo Bauer’)Mona Reimeringer (nicknamed ‘Mona-la-Blonde’)In
LyonsSS Lieutenant Klaus BarbieRobert Moog (‘K30’)Jean Multon (ex-Resistance,
collaborator)Abwehr (Military Intelligence) in ParisHugo Bleicher (‘Colonel Heinrich’ – expert
spy catcher)Colonel Hippe (Army garrison commander in Blois)The Resistance in
LyonsEmanuel d’Astier de la Vigerie (leader of Libération)Jean-Pierre Levy (leader of Franc-
Tireur)Henri Frenay (leader of Combat)Lucie ‘Aubrac’ (married to Raymond Samuel)Pierre
Bénouville (Combat – ex-Cagoule)Antoinette Sachs (courier for ‘Max’; sister of Colonel
Groussard’s mistress)Berty Albrecht (Combat)Lieutenant General Charles Delestraint (regular
soldier, ‘Vidal’)Arrested in CaluireJean Moulin (‘Corporal Mercier’, ‘Jacques Martel’, ‘Rex’,
‘Max’)Raymond Samuel, ‘Aubrac’ (‘Claude Ermelin’, ‘F. Vallet’, senior member of
Libération)Captain Henri Aubry (Combat)René Hardy (‘Didot’) (Combat, head of ‘Resistance
Fer’)Colonel Albert Lacaze (France d’Abord)Bruno Larat (BCRA/RF – air movements
officer)André Lassagne (Libération)Lieutenant Colonel Schwartzfeld (France d’Abord)Dr
Frédéric Dugoujon, resident of CaluireMarguerite Brossier (Dr Dugoujon’s housekeeper)PART
VColonel Dansey’s contacts in Geneva and BerneVictor Farrell (Z man) (SIS station chief in
Geneva)Colonel Georges Groussard (ex-Cagoule, based in Geneva; SIS contact with Vichy
intelligence; associate of Victor Farrell)Edmée Delettraz (Groussard agent in France; Gestapo
double agent)US Intelligence Services in SwitzerlandAllen Dulles (head of OSS, Berne)A Note
on Noms de Guerre, the BCRA and SOE(RF)Within SOE agents were given an Operational
name, always and only used in communications from London, a code name correctly called a
‘Field’ name, used within the network in France, and a ‘Cover’ name which went with a false
identity and complete back story and appeared on the agent’s ID cards. The cover name could
be changed as frequently as needed. Throughout this book field names (e.g. ‘Prosper’ or



‘Archambaud’) are given using single quotation marks.F section ‘circuits’ (or networks) were
usually named after occupations – VENTRILOQUIST, SCIENTIST, LIONTAMER, etc., and
appear in capital letters. Unusually, Francis Suttill’s field name – ‘Prosper’ – became that of his
circuit and I have used PROSPER throughout, even though its correct name was
PHYSICIAN.The BCRA used a similar system for agents’ code names, e.g. Jean Moulin was
known as ‘Corporal Mercier’ in London, as ‘Rex’ on his first mission and as ‘Max’ on his final
mission. His last ID (cover name) before his arrest was ‘Jacques Martel’. Raymond Samuel
used the field name ‘Aubrac’ and had a succession of cover names: ‘François Vallet’, ‘Claude
Ermelin’, etc. Like other resistance leaders he changed his surname after the liberation to his
wartime field name.French Resistance units (e.g. Combat, Libération), appear in italics. They
were differentiated by the zone in which they were formed. In the northern Occupied Zone the
réseaux (networks) were necessarily secret and usually paramilitary from the start. In the
unoccupied Vichy Zone the three principal resistance movements (Libération, Combat and
Franc-Tireur) were secretive rather than secret and were at first more concerned with political
opposition and propaganda.The relationship between the BCRA (the Gaullist intelligence
service established in London in 1940) and SOE(RF) (the independent section of SOE which
worked exclusively for the Free French) was complicated by joint command. Most of RF’s
agents were French and their orders were drawn up by French staff officers, but could be
vetoed by British commanders, although this was unusual.Initially RF was set up as a means to
isolate SOE(F), the original French section, from any French penetration. This intention was
clearly described in a memo circulated within F section in October 1940 by Sir Frank Nelson,
the first head of F (see pp. 63–4).The officer in charge of the ‘special separate watertight sub-
section’ [i.e. RF] ‘. . . would work outside this office and never visit it. The whole of our HQ
organisation and its field organisation would be entirely concealed from the French’.This
absurd precaution was soon abandoned. The Gaullists quickly discovered the existence of F
section and imposed their own ban on any dealings with it. The rivalry between F and RF for
resources and funds continued throughout the war. Nonetheless, individual RF section officers
frequently visited or worked in Baker Street, F section’s HQ.In practice RF became the
operational arm and travel agency for Free French agents working in and out of France. Its
officers always had excellent relations with SIS (see p. 228). Indeed, relations were so close
that Hugh Verity, commander of RAF 161 squadron, which flew the agents in and out of
occupied territory, listed all RF operations as SIS (see K.G. Robertson (ed.), War, Resistance
and Intelligence, pp. 169–84).ChronologyGlossaryAbwehr German military
intelligenceAction Française Nationalist and monarchist movement, frequently anti-
SemiticAMGOT Allied Military Government in Occupied TerritoriesBCRA Bureau
Central de Renseignement et d’Action – Gaullist intelligence service based in LondonCagoule
‘the Hood’ – derisive nickname for the CSAR, a 1930s pro-fascist terrorist conspiracyCFLN
French Committee of National Liberation, formed in Algiers in June 1943 under the joint
leadership of General Giraud and General de GaulleCIGS Chief of the Imperial General
StaffCNR Conseil National de la Résistance – National Resistance Council, established by
Jean Moulin in Paris in May 1943Combat Large right-wing resistance movement that
organised the Secret ArmyDGSS Director General Security Service (MI5)Épuration
‘Purification’ – the post-liberation butchery of French collaborators and innocent
suspectsExode ‘Exodus’ – mass panic and flight from German forces, May–June
1940Feldgendarmerie German military policeFranc-Tireur Centre-left southern
Resistance movementFrance d’Abord Small Lyons-based Resistance networkFront
National ‘Non-partisan’ front organisation for the Communist resitance. Political arm of the



FTP-MOIFFI Forces françaises de l’intérieur (resistance units theoretically under
orders of the French army after the Liberation)FTP–MOI Francs-tireurs et partisans –
Main d’oeuvre immigrée: armed Communist resistanceGestapo Geheime Staatspolizei
(Nazi state political police); 2,000 men in France; a department of the Sipo-SDGestapo
française French volunteer auxiliaries; 8,000 strongGroupes francs Armed resistance
commandosHudson Long-range armed aircraft; could carry up to nine
passengersLibération Leading left-wing resistance movement, under Communist
influenceLCS London Controlling Section: body charged with overall control of wartime
strategic deceptionLRC London Reception Centre – screening centre for incoming aliens,
run by MI5, based in south London at Royal Victoria Patriotic SchoolLysander Light
aircraft, flown solo, capable of carrying two to four passengersMI5 British Security
ServiceMI6 See SISMilice French paramilitary pro-Nazi militia, formed to fight the
ResistanceNKVD Soviet Secret Service (previously GPU, subsequently KGB)OKW
Oberkommando der Wehrmacht – Combined General StaffOSS Office of Strategic
Services (US Intelligence, later CIA)PCF Parti Communiste Français – French Communist
PartyPWE Political Warfare Executive – wartime agency responsible for ‘black’
propagandaRSHA Reichssicherheitshauptamt – supreme Reich Security ServiceSD
Sicherheitsdienst – internal security service of the SS (qv)Sipo–SD RSHA agency in
France: fusion of Reich security police and the SD (qv)SIS British Secret Intelligence
Service (also known as MI6)SOE Special Operations Executive: independent secret
agency charged with mounting sabotage and subversion in occupied EuropeSOE(F)
French section of SOE run by Maurice BuckmasterSOE(RF) Gaullist French section, run
by ‘Colonel Passy’SS Schutzstaffel, ‘guard detachment’ – Hitler’s elite security forceSTO
Service du travail obligatoire – Vichy government forced labour programme, compelling
Frenchmen to work in GermanyTWIST Sub-committee of the LCS (qv) responsible for
executing deception operations and disinformation through double agentsW Board Top-
secret wartime committee charged with implementing strategic deception operations
authorised by the LCS (qv)W/T Wireless transmission set, or operatorXX The ‘Twenty’
or ‘Double-Cross’ committee: sub-Committee committee of W Board (qv) – dominated by
officers of MI5. Controlled German spy system in Great BritainZ Parallel secret service
based initially in Switzerland,organisation recruited and run by Claude Dansey, vice-chief
of SISIntroductionAn Anonymous LetterThe letter was posted in London, twenty years ago.
The postmark is blurred but one can just make out the details. The date was the first, or
possibly the eleventh, of September. The time of the collection was 7.15 p.m. The postal district
looks like London W2. The author’s identity was never revealed.Dear Mr Marnham,I feel I must
write to congratulate you on your book The Death of Jean Moulin: Biography of a Ghost. I’ve
read it carefully (not difficult as the writing is so elegantly accessible), and must tell you that I
think it is a very fine piece of work indeed. It’s a relief to read history from the pen of a barrister
because it seems that, unlike historians, those trained in law know something about asking the
right questions. Historians are not trained, as lawyers are, to look over the edge – it’s not their
fault, perhaps, but it makes for tiresome mistakes and, in most cases, a dull read . . .The letter
continued over more than sixteen closely typed pages of A4. The flattering introduction was
succeeded by a mocking tone that gave way to a skilfully constructed, taunting commentary
that was irritating and intriguing at the same time.Yes, your book is a very fine piece of work,
but, naturally, not perfect . . . If only, I kept thinking as I turned the pages, Mr Marnham had
pushed himself the tiniest bit harder . . . how very exciting this biography would have been . . .
You had the facts, but the truth regrettably escaped you for want of a little focus and a smidgen



more imaginative reflection . . .The first rule with anonymous letters is to ignore them entirely,
screw them up and throw them away. But the normal human reaction is to wonder who sent
them. (‘Smidgen’ is an interesting word, not much used nowadays, at least not much used in
southern England, possibly of Scottish origin?) This leads to the next step, which is to pick the
letter out of the bin and study it closely. In the case of this letter, which was posted about three
months after the publication of my biography of Jean Moulin in 2000, I first followed the best
advice. Having glanced through the text and admired both the typing and the style, and seen
that it contained very little precise information, I put it aside as a malicious curiosity. There was
one unexpected detail. It had been posted to an address where we went for holidays, which
was never used for correspondence. I returned to work and forgot about the letter.Then
something quite unexpected happened.We had recently moved back to England after many
years in France, but I still had my office in Paris and spent a week there every month. It was a
solitary life, sleeping on a camp bed in the one-room office, writing or researching by day and
reading half the night, the only diversion being the choice of where to go for supper. One
evening I returned to our old quartier. There was a new bistro to try, near a bar where they
dimly remembered my face. After supper I walked back to my office down the street where we
had lived for so many years. The light in the concierge’s loge was still on so I knocked at the
familiar door.We exchanged family news – ‘such a long time since you dropped by’ – and
Madame Alves said that she had been thinking of me because although she had long since
stopped keeping my post, there was a package in the box that she had not yet thrown away.
And – of course – it was another intervention from my unidentified critic.This time his
communication was in a jiffy bag. Posted in London, three months after the first – and at least
four months before I, by the purest chance, received it – the second package contained a
paperback book, a minidisc, a postcard showing a street scene in the city where I was born, a
blurred black-and-white snapshot of two small girls playing in a park on a sunny day in what
looked like London in the 1950s, and a handsome Christmas card, published by the Medici
Society, showing a Filippino Lippi study of The Madonna and Child. There was no letter this
time, and nothing to confirm that this message came from the same person, except for a
similarity in the block capitals employed on the envelope. Then I found some scraps of typed
paper in the bottom of the bag. The first letter had terminated in mid-sentence on the sixteenth
page. Pasted together these fragments formed what would have been page 17. It had been
ripped up, apparently carelessly. But when the jigsaw puzzle of pieces was laid out, it became
apparent that the fragments were intended to reveal and conceal at the same time. The torn
paragraphs concentrated on one detail of the story I had told in The Death of Jean Moulin.I
never knocked on that door again, and that evening was the last occasion I saw Madame
Alves. At the time I thought it rather poignant that the final letter she kept for me should have
contained no more than a random collection of incoherent bric-à-brac. Back in my office, faced
with another solitary night on the camp bed, I hunted around for the first letter. There had been
something feline about its style that made me wonder whether it was actually written by a
woman – perhaps one of those dry, brittle, clever old ladies who clustered together in
bedsitters in north Oxford and had once worked at Bletchley Park. But the writer described
himself as ‘a very, very old man’, and women do not have a monopoly of the feline. Eventually
the fact that he had bothered to contact me again, this time at an address I had left over a
decade earlier, struck me as so unusual that I reread the first letter.The meeting at which Jean
Moulin was betrayed had been held at a doctor’s house in Caluire, a suburb of Lyons, After the
war there was an official investigation into the affair and a resister called René Hardy was tried,
twice, and twice acquitted – although very widely regarded as guilty. But in The Death of Jean



Moulin I suggested that two other resistance commanders should have been investigated: they
were a Communist engineer called Raymond Aubrac and a far-right journalist called Pierre
Bénouville. It seemed clear that they both knew much more about the event than they had ever
admitted, and they still had questions to answer. This was the solution that my anonymous
critic rejected.On page 2 of the letter ‘the Ghost’, or ‘X’, let’s call him ‘Major X’, made a
disobliging reference to Professor M.R.D. Foot, the official historian of SOE, noting that I had
‘rightly and crisply dismissed’ his eulogy of Jean Moulin, whose code name had been ‘Max’. In
other passages the writer hinted that he himself had been working in British Intelligence in
London during the war and that he had known several of the characters involved in the drama
of Jean Moulin’s arrest in Caluire. The Gestapo officer in Lyons who arrested Jean Moulin, a
brutal individual called Klaus Barbie, was under the orders of Sturmbannführer Karl
Boemelburg, who was based in Paris. Boemelburg was the head of counter-espionage for the
Sicherheitsdienst, the security service of the SS – known as the ‘SD’. Major X seemed to have
some esteem for Boemelburg. He referred to him as ‘Karl’, and to his son as ‘Rolfe’, and
suggested that Boemelburg had only joined the Nazi Party because of a ‘profound loathing of
communism’ and that by ‘his heroic silence’ at the end of the war he had saved his friends from
the vengeful death squads of the épuration, the ‘purification’ or purge. These friends of
Boemelburg’s apparently included Marshal Pétain, the head of state who surrendered France
in 1940 and asked the French to collaborate with the Nazis.Later in the letter ‘X’ referred to
Obersturmbannführer Horst Kopkow, the SS officer based in Berlin who was Boemelburg’s
direct superior. Kopkow, he said, had survived the war and been employed by the CIA in East
Berlin.This seemed to be new information. Previously I had understood that Kopkow had been
interrogated by MI5 for four years after the war and sheltered from war crimes trials, despite
the fact that he had ordered the killing of hundreds of British agents and servicemen and
should have been hanged as a war criminal. The reason for Kopkow’s immunity was the
knowledge he had gained during the war by successfully penetrating Soviet intelligence. In
1948, when MI5 misled war crimes investigators with the claim that Kopkow was dead, he had
in fact been handed on to SIS.1 ‘Major X’ was suggesting that Kopkow was subsequently
passed on again, to the CIA, which was unsurprising – but at least supported the notion that
‘Major X’, as a bona fide veteran, had private information about British Intelligence.There were
other passages suggesting that the Major was not a man of the left. He objected to the ‘post-
war indoctrinated idea that all-Nazis-were-unthinking-sadists’ and the ‘baby-gobbling Germans’
approach to history, and he seemed to approve of my suspicions about Raymond Samuel,
better known as the Communist resistance activist Raymond Aubrac. In my life of Jean Moulin,
I had suggested that Aubrac knew more about the circumstances of his leader’s betrayal than
he had so far admitted. The Major seized on this suggestion.Aubrac . . . Now there’s a wily one
to be sure. I hadn’t realised he was still alive – why, he must be nearly as old as I am. Isn’t he
the very model of discretion? Isn’t he the very devil of irony, with the spectacles tilted just so,
and the twinkle in the eye at just the right moment? Isn’t he the very essence of letting you
know he knows but saying absolutely nothing which has not been distilled in repetition over
and over throughout the last generation? They really did break the mould there. How very
much I would like to see that man again. A man in a million, parfait in all but the last degree.In
February 1944, Aubrac, on the run from the Gestapo with his wife and child, had been picked
up from a bog in the Jura and flown to England by the RAF. The only time that a British
intelligence officer was likely to have encountered Aubrac during the war would have been at
his subsequent debriefing in London, when MI5 – Aubrac said later – had given him quite a
hard time.2However, ‘X’ had an even lower opinion of Henri Frenay, Aubrac’s bitter political



opponent and the leader of the right-wing resistance group Combat. He described Frenay as
‘jealous’ and ‘inferior’ to Moulin, and referred mockingly to his rank, and to his ‘genius, courage
and modesty’. One thing was quite clear; the Major venerated Jean Moulin, who he described
as ‘the greatest man born in two millennia’. That description certainly seemed to be the work of
a fantasist.But ‘X’ made another point in his letter, a less romantic and more practical point,
that made me pause before throwing both letters away. The one clear reason he gave to justify
his assertion that my book had failed to solve the mystery of his hero’s death referred to events
in a different part of France on the day of Moulin’s arrest. This was the collapse of PHYSICIAN,
known in France as PROSPER,* which was the largest SOE circuit in France. Its destruction
began early on the morning of 21 June 1943 in the central Sologne region.Many reasons have
been pondered for PROSPER’s demise . . . [wrote the Major] and the chain reaction [it] effected
throughout other networks, both French and British: none of them, alas, has been correct . . . In
order to detect the real culprit, you need . . . to research laterally (and seek material) relating to
the specific operations and London briefing of ‘Prosper’ [the field name of Major Francis Suttill,
leader of the PROSPER circuit] that spring and early summer of ’43 – and then ask each one
of these carefully catalogued facts, the question why . . .That was all that X had decided to
impart in the way of useable leads. The rest of his letter offered an infuriating trail of obscure
and apparently irrelevant clues, a random jumble of names and events that made no
sense.The curious goings on at Cliveden . . . The Ordre Martiniste-Synarchique, the frankly
weird Otto Rahn, the conference room at Rastenburg, a man called Stuelpnagel and the
history of the cross of Lorraine . . . the feast day of John the Baptist – there now I’ve virtually
handed it to you on a plate . . . The jewel in the crown is there, most definitely, waiting to be
found.It took me some time to overcome my irritation with the condescending tone he favoured,
and with the relish he betrayed in his own anonymity.Will you forgive me for supplying neither
my name nor my address? You don’t know who I am, you don’t know where I am . . . It’s
pleasing to offer you the position of ‘ghost’ . . .It seemed unlikely that he did possess
unpublished information about the activities of British intelligence agencies in occupied France
during the wartime period. And I would probably have left the question undecided had it not
been for one detail that even the Major could not have known. Among the first friends I had
ever made in France were three former members of the Sologne Resistance. The family lived
near Blois and about twelve years before I received the Major’s letter, on holiday in that region,
I had opened the local paper and found a familiar face.La Nouvelle République, 3 Mai 1989On
nous prie d’annoncer le décès de Madame Muriel Watson, née Gardnor-Beard, survenu le 1er
mai, à la suite d’une cruelle maladie. La cérémonie religieuse sera célébrée en l’église de
Huisseau-sur-Cosson, le vendredi 5 mai à 10.30. Selon sa volonté, elle sera incinérée.Beneath
the photograph of Madame Watson there was a second notice which, translated, read:The
Association of Wartime Deportees, the Union of Volunteer Resistance Fighters of the Loir-et-
Cher and Veterans of the Buckmaster-Adolphe Network are sad to announce the death of
Madame Muriel Watson. The funeral will take place on Friday at the church of Huisseau-sur-
Cosson. Rendezvous for the colour party, with flags, at the church at 10.15.She was sixty-six.
We always called her ‘Moune’. Thirty years earlier, in her home, the house by the river, she had
taught me French.Memory is an unreliable guide, but sometimes an experience is so vivid that
it lives on clearly in the mind. At Moune’s funeral the colour party was formed by a group of old
men, all rather short, in dark suits wearing rows of large medals. I had a blurred impression of
berets, medals and moustaches. They were parading to honour a woman who had never been
decorated. There was a bugler, and a Union flag among the Tricolours, and one of the wreaths
was from RAF 161 Squadron marked, ‘A Notre Amie’.Moune’s coffin was incredibly heavy. I



was told later that it had, for some reason, been lined with lead. During the funeral Mass in the
twelfth-century church of Huisseau-sur-Cosson an older woman, quite stout, who I had not met
before, sat down beside me and collapsed sobbing as the service neared its end. She was the
only person who accompanied the coffin to the crematorium; her name was Marinette. Many
years before she had been the bridesmaid at Moune’s wedding and had apparently caused a
stir by kissing the bride passionately on the steps of the mairie.The coffin and Marinette were
driven away, the guard of honour dispersed and some of us moved to the family home for a
funeral lunch. It was a very hot day and at the end of the meal there was a curious incident. A
sudden roaring noise rattled the windows, a shadow darkened the ground outside and looking
up we could see a large propeller plane with RAF markings flying very low over the park. It
might have been a ghost plane from the Second World War. The aircraft circled, the shadow
raced across the ground again, the pilot climbed and dipped his wings in salute, and was gone.
One of the French said: ‘You see the English do not forget . . .’Then ‘Bubby’, a friend of the
family, who had also been in the Resistance, added ‘Well, now at least we know how we were
betrayed.’ For some reason the anonymous letter took me back to that sad, hot afternoon and
to that precise moment, the rather dry comment made by the woman who had been Moune’s
resistance colleague and lifelong friend. Could there possibly be some connection between
Moune’s Buckmaster-Adolphe network and Jean Moulin?At the time I brushed the ambiguous
remark aside. Leaving the funeral party, hiding my feelings, I walked across the lawn to the far
side of the house. The river still flowed past the terrace, beneath what I still thought of as my
window, and the water still splashed over the weir. And a memory returned of that time when I
had first met Moune . . . during the summer of ’62.* For an explanation of network names and
noms de guerre see the note on p. xxiii.PART ITHE HOUSE BY THE RIVER1Summer of ’62 –
The Lost DomainI am looking for something still more mysterious: for the path you read about
in books, the old lane choked with undergrowth whose entrance the weary prince could not
discover . . . As you brush aside a tangle of branches you suddenly catch a glimpse of a dark
tunnel of green at the far end of which there is a tiny aperture of light.from The Lost Domain
(Le Grand Meaulnes) by Alain-Fournier1It was towards the end of April that I first saw the
house by the river. It stood some distance below the road behind a line of tall trees, the grey
slate roof of a large house just visible and before it the narrow river, glinting in the light of
evening. A stone bridge led across the stream to the entrance of a park which was closed off
by heavy iron gates. This was the house that would become part of my life, first a place of
friendship, then a pleasant memory. Until the day, many years later, when I received an
anonymous letter offering the solution to a mystery – and a clue that led me back over the
years, to that house – and the summer of ’62.The summer of 1962 had not gone quite as
expected. In London, in April, my father had handed me a road map of France, an envelope
containing some French banknotes and a set of car keys. He said that he had cancelled my
plans to join an archaeological dig in Greece (‘far too hot at this time of year’) and arranged for
me to learn French instead. I was between school and university and was now to spend some
months with a family in the Touraine. He had never met these people. As far as he knew they
did not speak English. There was an address inside the envelope. He wrote out some
directions on how to reach the house from Blois. Blois was on the map. The journey should
take two days he said. I was to find a hotel on the way for the first night. A GB sign had been
attached to the car which he would not need again until the autumn. I made it clear that I was
displeased by this rearrangement, but to no avail. My room in this house was ready. I was
expected to arrive during the course of the week.The first day had passed quite smoothly. I
drove to Folkestone and took the car ferry to Boulogne. In the late afternoon I passed through



Moitié Brulé and then Neufchatel. There were no motorways at that time. If you wanted to cross
France you took the route nationale and followed the signposts from town to town.Even today I
am surprised by my father’s decision. I had held a driving licence for barely six months, I had
never ‘driven on the right’ and, since I was travelling alone, overtaking lorries involved leaning
across the empty passenger seat and craning round the moving obstruction – while keeping
one hand on the wheel of the Austin Mini and one foot on the accelerator, hoping by this
contortion to catch a glimpse of the road ahead. Not that there was much danger of a collision
with oncoming traffic. The towns and villages of northern France were linked by a system of
straight, empty highways that ran directly through the centre of almost every settlement. There
was little sign of the people who lived in these villages. Sometimes a bent figure in a dark grey
or black dress would appear on the pavement and regard the car, unsmiling, apparently
resentful of the brief intrusion. I had been told that if the women were dressed in black, they
were widows. There seemed to be a high number of widows in northern France.At some point I
must have taken a wrong turn because I found I was no longer heading for Rouen but for
somewhere called ‘Dreux’. It looked as dreary as it sounded. The land on either side of the
road flattened out, the horizon retreated, the villages and farmhouses vanished. It was as
though I was crossing an uninhabited plain, a desert of unripened corn. I began to wonder if
there would be any hotels before night fell.And then towards evening a shape appeared in the
extreme distance, two spires and a grey roof, very far away. I stopped the car and pulled over
between the poplar trees, not realising that this was the emblematic view, the pilgrims’ first
sight of the cathedral at Chartres.There was a hotel in the main square large enough to have
its own dining room and next morning I crossed the place and for the first time entered that
vast stone tank and found myself immersed in the blue-stained air, plunged into an underwater
light so thick that you felt you were swimming through it, as though over seven hundred years it
had solidified with the weight of dead piety and vanished generations – the better to protect the
vision of its creators. A bell tinkled in the depths and on a distant side altar a huddle formed,
the black dresses and grey scarves once again, the first Mass of the morning. Back on the
road I dawdled, looking for a picnic site outside Châteaudun and distractions in Vendôme.By
mid-afternoon I had reached Blois, which was already a mythical place in my mind. There was
the liquid sound of the spoken name, and its mediaeval history. The Counts of Blois had played
an important part in the dynastic struggles of England and France during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, which I had studied for several years at school. Here, not trusting my
father’s directions, I stopped to ask the way.The instructions I received led me out of the city
and across the bridge over the Loire, the longest river in France. It rises in the southern
mountains, near the Mediterranean, runs north and then, at Orléans, turns abruptly south-west
and sets off for the Atlantic. The area enclosed by the river’s elbow, which I now entered, is the
Sologne, a region of forests and étangs, or shallow lakes, that was for centuries the hunting
ground of the kings of France. On the edge of the forest, in yet another deserted village, I came
to the house by the river. The grey iron gates were closed and there was a sign by the enamel
bell-pull – ‘Attention: chien méchant’. Since the bell was broken I pushed the gates open rather
cautiously and prepared to meet the dog. This turned out to be an affectionate young boxer,
not méchant at all, and by the time I had parked the car an elderly woman had emerged from
the house to greet me. She was rather stout with a functional hair-style that looked as though it
had been sheared rather than cut, and she was not dressed in black but in a practical sort of
flowery smock with a rather faded pattern. She wore thick, rimless spectacles, I am not sure
why since she always looked at one over the top of the lenses. ‘Hello,’ she said, ‘I’m Nanny. I’m
just pouring tea. It’s the only time that you and I are allowed to speak English.’On that first visit I



stayed for three months and I returned many times in the years that followed. I was always
given the same room on the second floor, the Green Room, the only bedroom with windows
overlooking both the river and the park. On the night of my arrival I fell asleep for the first time
to the murmur of the water sweeping over the weir. Early next morning I was woken by the
reflections rippling across the ceiling. From the terrace below my window came the scratching
of a rake across the gravel. Before breakfast there was a knock on my door and a girl from the
village entered carrying a large pitcher of hot water which she set down beside a washbasin.
This happened every morning. I do not recall any conversation during this ritual. ‘Bonjour,
m’sieu’, ‘Bonjour, Françoise.’ That was the limit of our relationship throughout my visit. From the
washstand by the window, where I shaved, I could see a groom exercising a tall chestnut
hunter on a long rein in the shade of the trees that surrounded the paddock. There was no
noise during this performance. The horse moved quite silently. It could have been an optical
illusion from a more leisurely past.Downstairs I found breakfast waiting in the empty dining
room: coffee, fresh bread, butter and apricot jam. Suzanne, the cook, served the butter in small
portions. She regarded butter for breakfast as a wild extravagance and thought that the English
guests consumed far too much of it. She had grown up in the village and spent her entire life
there. She had started out as a maid. The war and the poverty that followed were still fresh in
her memory. She was not the only person in the house who considered that wasting food was
a criminal shame.I had breakfast alone for the first two weeks, no other students had arrived.
Some company was provided by the two stags’ heads that dominated the dining room,
mounted high on the wall on either side of the marble fireplace. I was to spend a great deal of
time with those two heads. Their gentle faces were curiously alive, patient and watchful.
Something in their non-committal expression – a glint of reproach in their yellow glass eyes –
suggested that they noticed and remembered far more than they were prepared to say. A lot
was left unsaid in that house. Our hostess had a powerful personality and very little small talk.
Her chief recreation was hunting. In winter, she hunted stag and wild boar through the forest,
riding side-saddle to hounds.There were two framed photographs in the dining room, on the
mantelpiece above the open fireplace. One – rather blurred – showed a pretty woman with
delicate features who was half-smiling at the camera. She had dark hair with a prominent grey
streak. We were told that during the war they had known her by her code name which was
‘Jacqueline’ and that she had been a resistance agent sent from London who had often been in
the house and who had died at German hands. The other photograph was that of an army
officer in uniform. It was signed, but even without reading the signature I recognised the face of
Charles de Gaulle. He still looked quite young, a wartime portrait. Apparently, after the war, he
had called on this family and dined at this table.Four years before, as an old man, he had
become the president of France.
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monica kaufman, “there's always more to the story. Read it to understand more about life with
SOE.There's a lot more to SOE, and Intelligence operations than outsiders will ever
understand but this book does a fabulous job of (using research) uncovering the layers of
decision making and deception. It also does a very good job of highlighting the shades of grey
most people lived under as well as the attempts by many to obscure their real war records.
Hard to read for that very fact.... but necessary.Well Written.  Well Researched.”

GED, “A marvelous, beautifully written, moving work!. This book is a fitting tribute to the
courageous men and women of the Resistance and SOE who were betrayed-some by an
intelligence service of their own country-and suffered torture, ignominious death or captivity in
Nazi concentration camps.Thank you, Patrick Marnham.”

Macolla, “Fascinating but flawed. This is a fascinating book, well worth reading. I intend to read
it again and highly recommend it.. However the author's attempt to link the betrayal of Jean
Moulin and other resisters at Caluire on Sunday 21st June 1943 and the betrayal and breakup
of the SOE network PROSPER is unconvincing to me. As unconvincing as his earlier account
in his biography of Jean Moulin " The Death of Jean Moulin : Biography of a Ghost " of what
happened there. He clearly is not impressed by Moulin and makes some unnecessary
gratuitous references to him here.. In " L'Affaire Jean Moulin : Trahison ou Complot
",published in France in 2013 Jacques Gelin put together 20 years of research to show ( as
Marnham also shows) that resistance leaders in France were led to the erroneous belief in
1943 that an Allied landing on the French Channel coast was imminent. This was part of a
deliberate deception campaign to divert Nazi troops from the intended landing sites elsewhere
and relieve pressure on the Russian front.However anti communist resistance leaders believed
that in the event of Allied landings in France a communist uprising was planned and that
Moulin was likely to be a key figure in this.Gelin asks himself if Hardy was commiting an act of
treachery in leading Barbie to the house of Dr Dugoujon (indirectly,, through Edmee



Delettrazs as he explains in great detail )or as a result of a right wing plot to eliminate Moulin .
He comes down for the latter explanation.He also explains in detail ,as done by others such as
Paul Dreyfus) how the two post war trials of Hardy were rigged to secure that outcome.An
English language biography of Moulin is much needed to do justice to a great man”

Stephen Dorril, “A GOOD READ. Some of the criticisms of the book made in other reviews are
valid and for a reader new to the subject this will be a dense and complicated affair. However, I
enjoyed it. It is very well written and if it is a meander down many different lanes, it has enough
intrigue, speculation and a real sense of history to warrant a close read.At the end of the day,
we may never know the trut hof what took place and who were the real villains because the
MI6 files that might illuminate more are not available, may never be and may have already
been destroyed. Loose ends make for interesting history and books though.”

hiker, “Very good account of Resistance rings in occupied France. Political intrigue, internecine
rivalry between intelligence departments and political leaders with more pride than common
sense it. An in depth and detailed account of how one resistance ring in France foundered and
the players involved. The sheer number of players sometimes make the story difficult to follow
but well worth preserving.”

The book by Patrick Marnham has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 134 people have provided feedback.
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